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Abstract
Purpose This editorial relates to a panel discussion during the CARS 2023 congress that addressed the question on how
AI-based IT systems should be designed that record and (transparently) display a reproducible path on clinical decision
making. Even though the software engineering approach suggested for this endeavor is of a generic nature, it is assumed that
the listed design criteria are applicable to IT system development also for the domain of radiology and surgery.
Methods An example of a possible design approach is outlined by illustrating on how to move from data, information,
knowledge and models to wisdom-based decision making in the context of a conceptual GPT system design. In all these
design steps, the essential requirements for system quality, information quality, and service quality may be realized by
following the design cycle as suggested by A.R. Hevner, appropriately applied to AI-based IT systems design.
Results It can be observed that certain state-of-the-art AI algorithms and systems, such as large languagemodels or generative
pre-trained transformers (GPTs), are becoming increasingly complex and, therefore, need to be rigorously examined to render
them transparent and comprehensible in their usage for all stakeholders involved in health care. Further critical questions
that need to be addressed are outlined and complemented with some suggestions, that a possible design framework for a
stakeholder specific AI system could be a (modest) GPT based on a small language model.
Discussion A fundamental question for the future remains whether society wants a quasi-wisdom-oriented healthcare system,
based on data-driven intelligence with AI, or a human curated wisdom based on model-driven intelligence (with and without
AI). Special CARS workshops and think tanks are planned to address this challenging question and possible new direction
for assisting selected medical disciplines, e.g., radiology and surgery.

Introduction

One major question that was addressed in panel discus-
sions at CARS 2023 related to transparency (or lack thereof)
with respect to truthfulness/trustworthiness, complexity and
incomprehensibility when employing AI assistance in deci-
sion making in health care, specifically:

How should AI-based IT systems be designed that record
and (transparently) display (incl. the machine learning part
of the AI system) a reproducible path on clinical decision
making?
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Answers to this question focused on outlining specific
design criteria for AI-based IT systems and a suggestion for a
DIKMoWiAI-related process transparency. DIKMoWi stays
for moving from Data, Information, Knowledge, and Mod-
els to Wisdom-based decision making, and is an appeal for
a human model-driven intelligence with, but possibly also
without AI [1]:

Historically, a related set of questions and answers have
been discussed in aCARS supported panel some 20 years ago
in Dresden, Germany, on the topics of telemedicine, robotics
and AI [2]. An important signal from this panel consisting
of physicians, (computer) scientists, engineers, healthcare
providers, philosophers, and theologists was, that the differ-
ent professions involved in health care have to:

1. work closely together,
2. find respect for each other’s point of view, and to
3. balance view point summaries reflecting society as a

whole.
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Because of the expected transformational impact of AI sys-
tems and translating this signal into our times, the design and
employment of AI-based IT systems should be a multidisci-
plinary undertaking and not left to one particular stakeholder
or interest group alone.

It was also stated in that panel in Dresden, that ethical
questions on research with respect to human genetic tech-
nologies are more important than artificial intelligence and
telemedicine. Now, 20 years later, it can be observed that
research and development about AI-based IT systems have
at least the same significance in health care as human genetic
questions have had in the past. Recent and expected advances
in the field of SLMs, LLMs and GPT like systems make it,
therefore, obligatory to address how AI-based IT systems
should be designed.

Methods

In order to design deep learning models (generative models)
that can generate “realistic” or “truthful” text, audio, images
or videos in the domain of health care, a 10-step procedure
[1] has been suggested (Fig. 1), and if appropriately imple-
mented, can be considered to be part of a modest GPT-like
system for radiology and surgery.

These 10 steps may also be divided into 5 phases as
described in reference [1]. Steps 1 and 2 correspond to the
data-driven phase, step 3 to the information-driven phase,
step 4 to the knowledge-driven phase, steps 5–8 to themodel-
driven phase and steps 9–10 to the wisdom-driven phase.
Availability and quality of domain specific data, informa-
tion, knowledge, andmodels are key to achieving a high truth
value or even wisdom-related output from such a GPT-like
system.

Of particular importance are the quality of the models
derived from the selected/relevant corpus of knowledge on
which the subsequent model-driven steps are based. These
models should be made transparent and verifiable in order
to enable a Model Guided Medicine (MGM), as being pur-
sued within the CARS and other communities. In principle,
the focus on situational and process awareness is given in
all phases, when moving from data, information, knowl-
edge, and models to wisdom-based decision making [1].
This somewhat expands the classic DIKW (Data, Informa-
tion, Knowledge, Wisdom) hierarchy as proposed in the past
and augmented for the present by Liew [3], with the con-
cept of DIKIW. In the context as given by the needs for
the CARS community, the “I” standing for Intelligence in
DIKIWis replacedhere by “Mo” formodels, thereby creating
the acronym “DIKMoWi”. This is in line with the observa-
tion, that intelligence/awareness is needed in all phases as
given in theDIKWhierarchical structure and that the creation
of models represents a special level of intelligence, filling the

link between knowledge and wisdom, thereby justifying an
explicit position in the DIKW structure.

The 10-step procedure is defined as follows:

1. The first step of this procedure is the encoding step,
which in principle transforms user requests and prompts
given as text into numbers or, if given as an input image,
into a low-dimensional latent space representation.

2. The second step implies token generation. A token can
be considered as a content/feature vector containing a
specific characteristic digital pattern, e.g., for a word in
a sentence or a patch in an image.

3. The third step implies embedding the tokens into a
sequence in which the tokens are weighted according
to their importance in the given context.

4. The fourth step is the attention processing step that
focusses on the essentials of the question to be answered
by referring to the relevant corpus of (non-) curated
training data such as books, articles, images, online
encyclopedias, letters, knowledge graphs and other
sources.

5. The fifth step deals with model generation and updating
such as parameter tuning inANN (ArtificialNeuralNet-
work) models and tests whether the model is complete
and the query is answerable.

6. The sixth step implies temperature and sentiment sam-
pling giving a measure of probabilistic appearances of
words, patterns and text.

7. The seventh step deals with token synthesis for corre-
sponding text or image generation.

8. The eighth step secures that the best text or image for
the given query has been generated.

9. The ninth step performs the text or image integration
and statistical estimation of goodness by means of a
beam search as part of a quality assessment of different
textual or image candidates.

10. The tenth step is the decoding step, which generates a
machine formulated text, audio, images or videos for
human consumption or machine learning. Some LLM
criteria such as the use of knowledge models, for exam-
ple, the use of mathematical representations of domain
knowledge may assist in this step.

Following the given 10 steps and 5 phases, some human
controlled verification and validation should take place, in
particular, a procedure for testing and approving GPT model
correctness and applicability (incl. biases detection). For
example, in order to secure appropriate transparency for bias
detection, steps 4 and 5 need to be made explainable in the
sense of the principles of explainable AI (XAI).

These and other systems design criteria [4] need to be
observed for the 10-step procedure discussed above or any
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Fig. 1 In 10 steps to a modest GPT

other related algorithmic structure, that may be used for an
AI-based IT system design.

With the goal of human intelligence augmentation through
natural partnership with AI, when utilizing AI-based IT sys-
tems in healthcare, we need to define certain design criteria to
provide functionality, performance, safety, and usability. In
this scenario, clinicians ormedical staff are supported and not
replaced by AI systems that provide active support through
cooperation. Natural and active support in the healthcare sys-
tem can only be provided sufficiently by AI-based systems
through fulfilling the requirements of system quality, infor-
mation quality, and service quality, which are paramount
during the development process.

System quality encompasses critical aspects such as
safety, security, and privacy. Fromboth regulatory and ethical
standpoints, it is imperative tomaintain rigorous control over
personal data, ensuring transparent disclosure of its usage.
The utilization of data should be restricted, only permitting
access as required. Furthermore, while the availability of vast
quantities of high-quality data can augment the efficiency and
precision of systems, it is equally important to exert control
over which specific data subsets are employed to safeguard
user interests and maintain system integrity.

Information quality is paramount in establishing trust-
worthiness of a system. Particularly in the medical field,
where IT systems offer recommendations and decisions to
healthcare professionals, the trust placed in these systems
is crucial. Trust may be achieved through understanding
and explainability, such that a recommendation is clear and
comprehensible to the human user. A transparent decision-
making process ensures that users can understand, verify, and
consequently use the outcomes presented to them.

Service quality, particularly in terms of a system’s per-
formance, hinges on the availability of high-quality data and
the mutual learning between humans and systems, requir-
ing effective communication and interaction. On one hand,
humans possess non-formalizable, implicit knowledge and
deep domain expertize that needs to be accurately captured.
On the other hand, the system excels in processing and ana-
lyzing vast datasets.

Here, we loosely base the definition of design criteria for
AI-based IT systems in healthcare on the Three Cycle View
on Design Science Research by Hevner [4]. Figure 2 shows
an overview of the proposed design process. In the center of
the design process is the design research. The design research
is mostly performed to research and generate new AI models
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Fig. 2 The design cycle of AI-based IT systems in healthcare. The
design cycle is connected by the relevance cycle and the rigor cycle. Sys-
tem quality, information quality, and service quality are crucial aspects
and strongly depend on involved clinicians and high-quality data.

Common understanding is supported by multidisciplinary education
and communication between the scientific disciplines (e.g., medicine
and technology), adapted from Hevner [4]

with novel tasks in healthcare applications. After implemen-
tation and training of a new design, the model is evaluated
through extensive ablation tests. During this phase, an AI-
based system must undergo several iterations that evaluate
the performance of the algorithms and system architecture,
including its accuracy, inference speed and other.

Design research is closely connected to the knowledge
base through the rigor cycle as well as to the envisioned
working environment of the AI-based IT system through the
relevance cycle.

The rigor cycle connects the design phase—often per-
formed by computer scientists and engineers—to themedical
knowledge base. This includes non-formalizable or implicit
medical knowledge and domain specific knowledge, such as
experience of a certain surgical discipline.

The relevance cycle, on the other hand, connects the design
research to the environment where an AI-based system is
to be deployed to demonstrate performance under clinically
relevant conditions. In healthcare, this may include patient-
specific properties, such as individual medical records or
patient-specific anatomy and pathologies, as well as risk fac-
tors that may lead to adverse events during treatment. In
addition, the environment includes factors such as other tech-
nical systems and medical devices in the operation room as
well as the medical staff and clinical workflows. It is par-
ticularly important to take the AI system’s environment and
circumstances into account during design. Both, the rigor
cycle and the relevance cycle, must be iteratively advanced
to render a system completely suitable and supportive for
implementation into the clinics.

The design and development of functioning and suitable
AI-based assistance systems for healthcare are highly depen-
dent on the availability of large amounts of high-quality data.
These data may include annotated radiological or surgical
images, health reports and disease progressions, omics data
and many others. However, data from several sources often
differ in quality during acquisition, analysis, and modeling,
such that certain regulations and rules become paramount,
which must be agreed upon by the international research
community. Researchers must agree on how to identify good
data and who can do this. An example of such an agree-
ment is the Surgical Data Science Initiative [5]. In addition
to acquisition of high-quality data, control over the data used
by an AI-based IT system must be given. According to FDA
guiding principles, models that are deployed in the clinics
must be monitored and well documented regarding usage
of data, maintenance, safety, and performance. Monitoring
also includes management of risks when re-training a net-
work with new data after deployment, including overfitting,
unintended bias, or a drift in the dataset.

In addition to carefully handling of medical data, clini-
cians and medical staff must always be consulted during the
complete design and development process of AI-based IT
systems in healthcare. With the goal to allow for augmenta-
tion of the clinical user through the AI system, these assistive
systems must allow for usability and transparency during
usage. In many cases, explainable AI has been deployed to
communicate certain functionalities and reasoning of an AI-
based system to the user. Clinicians and medical staff, but
also regulators, lawyers, and further guidelines (e.g., FDA,
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MDR) are to be consulted to adhere to ethics and regulations
of AI-based systems in healthcare.

The challenge of design, development, and deployment of
assistive systems in the clinical workflow, require multidis-
ciplinary research and close collaboration between medical
and technical experts. Nonetheless, clear understanding of
the clinical requirements on one hand (technical experts) and
a basic knowledge about functioning and feasibilities of AI
methodologies on the other hand (medical experts) is often
lacking. Thus, it is crucial to educate the emerging scientists
in both, the clinical and technical fields, beyond their own
disciplinary boundaries to foster knowledge and understand-
ing of the partner discipline in AI research for healthcare.

Results

Assuming thatmany engineers and scientists consider certain
state-of-the-art AI algorithms and systems (such as LLMs or
even GPTs) to be incomprehensibly complex, how can we
expect patients, physicians and healthcare providers be well
advised to actually using them? In line with past discussions
[2], some critical questions need to be addressed such as:

1. What basic value system, if any, should be reflected in
AI-based IT systems that are designed to assist in clinical
decision making?

2. Why do we need to re-examine communication behavior
of humans with intelligent and networked machines?

3. How should IT systems be designed that record and
(transparently) display a reproducible path on clinical
decision making?

4. How can possible negative side effects in the use of AI-
based IT systems be minimized?

5. Who assumes responsibility for damages incurred
through the use of AI systems in health care?

6. Where andwhen can different concepts andmodels relat-
ing to AI-based IT systems be realized in a controlled
(certified?) and verifiable manner?

7. How should AI-based IT systems be employed as an
empowering tool for all stakeholders involved in the
domain of radiology and surgery, in order to enable a
wisdom-oriented healthcare system?

As a generic answer to the concerns reflected in these
questions would be a concept that each of the prime stake-
holders in a patient-oriented health care, e.g., patients,
physicians/medical staff, healthcare providers, researchers,
will eventually have access to an AI system that has been
designed to reflect their specific value system (bias). In the
respective AI system, this will primarily be reflected in the

algorithmic steps for selecting the relevant corpus of knowl-
edge and the step of parameter tuning of the corresponding
machine learning models. In some cases, also the subgroups
of the different stakeholder categories will have their specific
AI system, for example for different clinical disciplines of
physicians such as radiologists and surgeons.

A possible design framework for a stakeholder specific
AI system would be a (modest) GPT based on an SLM [6],
into which the 10 procedural steps as indicated in Fig. 1
are appropriately mapped. The relevance and the rigor cycle
as suggested by Heyner et al. [4] augmented with situational
details, for example, described in appropriate domain specific
knowledge graphs, could serve as fundamental tools in the
design of user specific AI systems. Provided with sufficient
training data, the tools and code already publicly available for
implementing LLMs can make them a powerful AI assistant
in specific areas of radiology and surgery.

Discussion

Questions which surface from the theme of AI and MGM
relate to why, how, where and when these methods and tools
will impact an increasingly AI-based (biased!) decision-
making process in health care.

For example, how can MGM become an enabler for
moving from a data-driven machine learning/AI to a model-
driven machine learning/AI in Medicine? In particular, how
can certain AI concepts such as transparency, predictabil-
ity, cause-effect reasoning, cooperativeness, agent and safety
driven, data and model interoperability be promoted with
MGM? Should model-driven machine learning be the basis
on a transparent machine intelligence and replace a current
rather black box-based artificial intelligence? Finally, what
role will a model-based domain evidence play when it comes
to verifying, validating and to evaluating AI algorithms?

Market forces will likely determine the granularity level
of stakeholder/user specific AI systems as well as the usage
of SLMmethods and tools in the domain of health care. Spe-
cial CARSworkshops and think tanks are planned as enablers
for this new direction for assisting selected parts of medicine,
e.g., radiology and surgery.A long termaimofCARS for pro-
fessionals in these disciplines is a personalized AI system. A
fundamental question for the future remains whether society
wants a quasi-wisdom-oriented healthcare system based on
data-driven intelligence (with AI) or a human curated wis-
dom, based on model-driven intelligence (with and without
AI)?
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